In this chapter, Hugo Reinert examines the lifelong efforts of ufologist Trevor
James Constable to document an ecology of ethereal beings that lived in the
clouds, invisible to the naked eye.
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A P h otog ra ph

Picture a desert landscape—along the lower edge of the image, set
against the low vegetation and the sloping line of the horizon, an
array of metallic tubes juts into the frame. Overhead and to the
right, in the grayscale sky, hovers a sort of amorphous blob—an
oddly textured mark, egg-shaped and discoloured.The image itself is
moderately famous. It was taken in 1975, in California, by an 11–year
old girl, using an Olympus camera with a Wratten 18A photographic
filter134 and high-speed infrared film. Just out of view, tinkering with
the tube array, is her father, a man named Trevor James Constable:
radio officer in the US merchant marine, amateur aviation historian,
“etheric rain engineer”, pioneer ufologist. The image was included
in the revised editions of Constable’s 1976 book, The Cosmic Pulse of
Life135—an intellectual autobiography that also laid out the theories,
the evidence and the simple, replicable methods by which he had
arrived at an epochal finding: the discovery of an entire planetary
ecology, vast and dynamic, that swirled unseen through the skies of
Earth—“living unseen beings,” as he later put it, “living in an ocean
of living energy.”136

S k y -Fi sh

The surface of the blob displayed “vacuoles,” Constable noted, “in
the best biological tradition.”137 It was, in other words, alive: not an
artifact of the developing process—not dirt, not a fingerprint, not a
chemical effect or discoloration—but a creature, a life-form of the
upper atmosphere; a being made of living plasma, invisible to the
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naked human eye but representable using simple, commonly available
technologies that Constable happily shared with his readers: a 35mm
camera with a good lens,“the simpler the better”138; an infrared filter,
a Wratten 87 for example, and some infrared film, such as the Kodak
IR-35 or HIE 421; and finally, not least, a “dauntless heart.”139
Constable referred to the beings he photographed as “critters”,
“bioforms”,“macrobacteria”, sometimes “sky fish” and over the years
he caught them in their hundreds and thousands, documenting his
“plasmatic fauna” across America and the world.140 Using a combination of observation and psychic methods, he determined that the
beings possessed varying degrees of sentience—from darting shoals
of light that were “on about the same plane as fish”, to the vastly
superior nonhuman intelligences that constructed and piloted the
invisible etheric crafts which sometimes also appeared in his photographs.141 Constable was not the first to entertain the existence of an
invisible aerial biosphere. Writers such as Arthur Conan Doyle and
Charles Fort142 had speculated along similar lines before, extrapolating
from reports of strange lights and jelly rains143—but Constable was,
in his own words, the first to scientifically document the existence of
this realm and its invisible lifeforms;144 the first to deploy the new
technologies of the age to capture it and present it to the public.
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Re i c h’s I nf lu e n ce

The tubular array in the lower right quadrant of the image also
warrants explanation. It is a cloudbuster—a device invented by the
late, rogue psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich, in the final stage of his
career. Its primary function was to manipulate atmospheric energy
flows in a kind of meteorological acupuncture that Reich claimed
could, among other things, produce rain.145 Constable referred to the
cloudbuster in the image as his “weather gun.”146
Reich was a complex, polarizing and problematic figure: a gifted
student of Freud who broke (spectacularly) with the orthodoxies of
his teacher—fusing psychotherapy with revolutionary Marxism,147
developing therapies based on massaging the bodies of his patients,
advocating for a sexual politics that he enacted in his personal life
through a continuous succession of extramarital affairs.148 Psychoanalysts disapproved, as did the Nazis. Fleeing the latter, Reich spent the
1930s passing through a number of European countries before setting
sail for America in 1939. Within a short time of landing, Reich had
set up a clinic—and had also, not insignificantly, discovered a new
universal energy: a kind of ambient, encompassing lifeforce that he
called orgone. The story of orgone is too strange and convoluted to
tell here149—but for Reich, the various permutations of this energy
(and the devices that it led him to build) were to be the central focus
of his work from that point until he died, in 1957: in prison, of a
heart condition, fighting accusations of fraud while threatening to
conjure storms against the federal government.150
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While controversial, Reich’s work was also enormously influential:
in no small part, through his adoption by the counterculture.151 His
teachings on sexuality helped catalyze the sexual revolutions of the
60s and 70s, and his “orgone accumulator” cabinets were, for decades,
an iconic fixture of hip photoshoots and autobiographies. Today, his
theories on orgone and atmospheric energy control circulate alike in
scientific journals and the more conspiratorial reaches of the Internet.
His work remains contested, often dismissed—but for Constable, the
truth was uncomplicated: Reich was, quite simply, “the most gifted
natural scientist of the 20th century,” and one of “humanity’s greatest
benefactors.”152

The De se rt

The desert backdrop is not incidental. Reich himself had undertaken some of his strangest and most legendary experiments in the
desert153—placing himself in a lineage of American mystics and inventors who availed themselves of the desert as a kind of unclaimed
space, available for experimentation.154 For Reich the desert was also
a problem that needed to be solved: desertification was a planetary
symptom, resulting from an obstruction of invisible energy currents
that mirrored the advancing lifelessness of the modern human soul,
trapped within the suffocating structure of its own psychological
armoring.155
For Constable, the desert was where he had first made contact, in
the 1950s, with another “strange experimenter”: the medium and
contactee George Van Tassel, who channeled the telepathic commu-
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nications of extraterrestrial beings to humanity from a cave under
an enormous boulder in the Mojave desert.156 Through Van Tassel
and his Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Constable encountered and
interviewed a number of these discarnate beings, including the interdimensional entity known as Ashtar.157 To his own surprise (and
consternation), Constable also learned to channel their telepathic
communications and became, for a short time, “the ‘loudspeaker’
used by these strange intelligences.”158
Down here, the lifeless desert; overhead, the teeming, invisible host.

A Love for Cat s

Trevor James Constable passed on March 31 2016, at the age of 90.
From his brief obituary we learn that he was known for his “great
understanding of homeopathy and good health, a love for cats, a
remarkable vocabulary, and a wonderful sense of humor.”159 He left
us with a body of work—several books, his writings and letters, the
strange blurred images he spent decades collecting—that is, in some
ways, eerily prefigurative. Like mirages on the horizon, larger than
life, the massive celestial macrobacteria he described foreshadow by
decades the discovery of atmospheric bacterial fauna: entire highaltitude ecosystems of cloud organisms whose metabolism may well,
in fact, be implicated in the formation of rain.160 The plasmatic
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cloud ecology of his bioforms ran parallel to the life of the surface
but distinct, unconnected, like an early iteration of the shadow biosphere161—a realm that intersected the human-visible world only in
brief shimmers, strange moving lights, things seen in the skies.
There is also a sort of irrepressible optimism in Constable’s work:
an expansive and luminous certainty about things to come. Freed
from confusion and guided by their new machines, the men and
women of the future would rise from the darkness of the past like
a new dawn, changing everything. A rational and healthy humanity would open itself not just to the wider life of the cosmos, but
to an Earth that also brimmed with unseen intelligence. Cold war
technologies like radar had reached into the sky like “a long, electromagnetic finger,”162 enabling humanity to touch the heavens. New
forms of machinic vision were augmenting the capabilities of the
human eye, revealing things (like the bioforms) that the eye could
not discern unaided—expanding the field of the visible, creating a
new “optical unconscious”163 in which new and unfamiliar energies
were at play, energies that brought with them a sort of democratizing,
radical poetics. Things were happening not just in the visual field
of the image, but to it. For Constable, the electrifying ferment of
these new technologies articulated directly, inevitably, with the esoteric knowledge and occult cosmologies that his own teachers had
revealed to him.164 Finally and for the first time, the hidden life and
higher intelligences of the unseen world would be revealed not just
to initiates, but to the public at large—a revelation that would usher
in a new, cosmic era in the history of humanity.
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Re f us in g Em pt i ne ss

Here in the 21st century, my own work traffics in imaginaries of
emptiness—drawn, often, to the various forms of violence by which
spaces are rendered as empty, available, disposable.165 Empty space
offers little resistance, after all; by emptying space, you make it easier
to destroy.166 Constable’s photograph fascinates me, here, because of
the way it refuses emptiness—and not just any emptiness but that of
the skies overhead, an emptiness that seems so obvious, so established,
so apparent, even self-evident. And yet … What did it mean, at the
end of the 20th century, to look up,“with a camera around your neck,
facing the empty heavens at dawn in some remote locale,”167 and
to see those heavens not just as alive, but as inhabited—as home to
unseen beings, whose lives might even stake claims, demand attention,
warrant care? What does it mean now?
Constable’s blob hovers in that grayscale desert sky of 1975 like
an unresolved problem: a glitch in the field of the visible, ghostly
snapshot of an alien inhabited sky that revealed itself, briefly, to the
infrared eye of his camera. Against the celestial solitude of a clockwork
universe, which was also the impoverished cosmos of the moderns—
mechanized and disenchanted, pliable, stripped of sentience or companionship168—the photograph set the image of an Earth vibrating
with hidden intelligence, as if gesturing towards the radical possibility
of an otherwise, of a world remade in coexistence with the unseen.
Among the many skies already gathered in this volume, therefore,
I would like to add one more: that late 20th-century sky in which
Constable’s sky-fish floats like a sign, set against the blazing cosmic
solitude it refuses—as a limit, and a promise: foreshadowing of some
radiant, more-than-human Earth that never quite materialized—but
which might perhaps yet rise, still, over the sloping line of the horizon.
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